
Whole Unprocessed Foods

You’ve probably noticed that I regularly try to convince you to
eat whole, unprocessed foods. Every recipe I write uses what I
consider unprocessed foods (with minor exceptions).

To keep it simple, let’s start with some definitions:

What are processed foods? Processed foods encompass most of
what’s in your grocery store. Anything that has chemicals and
preservatives as additives would fall into the processed foods
category. By my definition, any bread in a store that has a
preservative put into it would be processed food, so even if it
doesn’t always come in a box, you can consider it processed.

Melanie Warner, author of Pandora’s Lunchbox, defines processed
foods as, “Something you could not make at home in your own home
kitchen with those same ingredients.” Makes sense to me.

What are unprocessed foods? Unprocessed foods are the things you
find in the produce section, the fresh meat section, and limited
parts of the dairy section. I say limited parts of the dairy
section because we can’t all have a cow or goat in our backyard.
We need to allow for some processed foods that are in packages
or cartons. That being said, the fewer the ingredients that are
there to keep them fresh for transport to the grocery store, the
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better. The closer your food comes to you from the farm, the
better.

If you can’t pronounce it, don’t eat it. Read a few product
labels and you’ll see how challenging this can be. And don’t
even get me started on the false advertising that works its way
onto our food labels.

Another sage saying is “Shop the perimeter.” Buy your food from
the  outer  sections  of  the  grocery  store.  That  includes  the
produce department, fresh meat (not that deli stuff that hangs
in those plastic packages), fresh flowers if you want them to
decorate your table, and the freshest dairy you can find. With
dairy, try to stick to the things that have a short ingredient
list and don’t have enough chemicals to keep them fresh in the
case until next year. Check the sell-by date.

Buy fresh. That pretty much covers it.

I bring up this subject because I came across an article about a
chef  named  Dan  Barber.  Barber  is  an  award-winning  chef  and
partner in Blue Hill restaurant in NYC as well as the co-owner
of Blue Hill at Stone Barns in Pocantico Hills, NY. As a result
of the Covid-19 crisis, a lot of restaurants have closed. This
puts many small farms at risk because many of them depend on
that restaurant business to stay afloat.

Barber is enlisting cooks from some of the world’s top kitchens
to join the Kitchen Farming Project. He’s encouraging them to
get reconnected with the farm-to-table process by letting them
grow food on his land to use in their restaurants. “You can’t
allow the relationship between chefs and farms to disappear, for
however long this moment is going to be,” Barber says.

People all over the country are really starting to appreciate
and value the fresh produce that comes from local farms. You see
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farmer’s markets becoming even more popular; especially with
rising  grocery  store  prices.  People  are  flocking  to  these
markets because they understand that fresh food grown locally is
better for their health. Chefs are buying more food directly
from farmers. Sometimes they’ll even feature the name of the
farm on their menu. Depending on where you live this might be
‘old hat.’ It might have been going on for decades now. But for
many, the trip to the giant grocery store is still the only
option  for  buying  food.  For  others,  the  big  franchise
restaurants are still the biggest game in town. While I love
going out to eat, I feel bad about the many small restaurants
that had to close in 2020. We have to get back to supporting
small  restaurants  owned  by  individuals.  But  the  trend  I’m
talking about is growing. Thank goodness!

I  had  this  idea  about  20  years  ago  that  I  never  got  to
implement. I wanted a sheep farm. I wanted to locate my sheep
farm on about 100 acres south of Madison, Wisconsin. I was
actually  pursuing  the  idea  enough  that  I’d  drive  about  45
minutes south of Madison along the rolling hills that border the
I-90 corridor, looking for an ideal location to put a sheep
farm. I even read books on how to birth sheep. I visited two
huge sheep farms, one in upstate New York and one in Washington
State, working toward my dream of building a sheep farm.

It’s odd to have a sheep farm in Wisconsin. Wisconsin is the
land of cows and corn. Why sheep? Maybe it is my Irish heritage.
I’m in love with sheep. I love the noises they make, the shape
they are, the size, and I love the cheese that comes from
sheep’s milk. I was totally ready to do the sheep thing and
learn how to make sheep’s milk cheese. That was going to be my
sheep  production  involvement.  And  of  maybe  some  butchering.
(Well, maybe I’d hire that out.)

The sheep farm I planned didn’t need the full 100 acres. My plan



was to lease out the surrounding acres to organic farmers. Then
I was going to help sell the produce to Chicago restaurants.
That’s  why  I  was  looking  where  I  was.  I  wanted  the
transportation of the produce to be simple. Go down I-90 and
deliver all this fresh produce and my sheep/lamb products to
Chicago.

That idea was in my head long ago when that form of restaurant
supply was very new. At that time Alice Waters of Chez Panisse
in California, and a few other cutting-edge chefs were growing
their own produce and sourcing their meat and produce totally
locally. I wanted to do my thing; only with sheep. Alas, I was
too busy running my other company to get my sheep farm together.
Now that I have developed Plan Z, I am approaching the whole
food trend from another perspective; that of teaching you how to
make delicious whole food recipes and encouraging you to spend
the majority of your grocery budget on fresh, whole, unprocessed
food.

Cheers,


